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Comparison: Camille to Katrina

Camille Katrina
Intensity (sustained winds and 
pressure)

Estimated 190 mph
909 mb (26.84 in. mercury)

125-135 mph in Buras, LA landfall
120-130 mph at MS landfall

918 mb (27.11 in. mercury) in Buras 
landfall
927 mb (27.37 in. mercury) in MS 
landfall

Eye size 10 miles 35 miles

Distance hurricane-force winds from 
storm center

60 miles 120 miles

Distance tropical storm-force winds 
from center

180 miles 230 miles

Translation speed 18 mph 15 mph

Fatalities 172 in Mississippi
9 in Louisiana
114 in Virginia
2 in West Virginia

200 In Mississippi
1300 in Louisiana
6 in south Florida
1 in Georgia
Hundreds missing

Maximum storm surge 25 feet in Pass Christian, 10-20 feet 
to Pascagoula
15-25 feet in east Louisiana marsh

28-31 feet in Waveland and Bay St. 
Louis, 17-22 feet along east MS, 8-
15 feet in AL, 15-20 feet in east 
Louisiana marsh and Slidell, 10-15 
feet Lake Pontchartrain



• Storm surge physics

• Determining storm surge evolution with data and a numerical model

• Timing of wind and surge

• Overview of Louisiana levee failures  

• Influence of the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet

• Conclusions
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I. Storm surge physics



Factors contributing to surge

Water height depends on complex interaction of several 
factors, including:
– size, defined as the radius of tropical storm-force winds
– central minimum pressure
– speed of motion of the system
– bathymetry near the storm's landfall point
– astronomical tides
– wave setup
– steric effect
– local topography
– maximum wind speed
– man-made levees?



II. Determining storm surge
and its evolution

Available from four sources

• USGS tide gauges before they stopped working
• FEMA high water marks and storm surge maps
• Videos
• Storm surge simulations using Army Corps of Engineers
model called ADCIRC (Advanced CIRCulation Model).



Wind and surge at tide gauge at Pearl River







ADCIRC Storm Surge Implementation



ADCIRC grid – zoom in of North Gulf Coast

Calculations done at each point. Higher resolution done along 
shoreline, bays, and bayous to accurately simulation storm surge.



ADCIRC grid zoomed in on coastal bays and marsh



Katrina storm surge at 5AM Katrina storm surge at 7AM

Katrina storm surge at 9AM Katrina storm surge at 11AM

Surge begins at 9AM Surge peaks 

ADCIRC storm surge simulation



10:30PM 1:30AM

4:30AM 7:30AM

Computer simulation of Katrina storm surge in Louisiana marsh

Note
influence
of levee
system



Computer simulation of Katrina storm surge in Louisiana marsh

8:30AM 9:30AM

10:30AM 11:30AM



III. Timing of storm surge
versus winds



Some tide gauge numbers

Wind (mph) Storm surge (feet) Location Time

42 3.2 Ocean Springs 8/29 at 2:30 AM

74 8.5 Ocean Springs 8/29 at 7:15 AM

36 2.255 Mississippi Sound 8/28 at 12:00 AM

53 5.945 Mississippi Sound 8/29 at 4:00 AM

55 3.0 Pearl River 8/29 at 12:00 AM

All gauges show tropical storm-force winds approaching hurricane-force
before they quit functioning. Storm surge in all cases less than 9 feet. 





Time series of sustained wind, wind gust, and surge in Bay St. Louis

Numerous squall lines passed through the area after 3AM.

Tropical storm-force winds begin after midnight.
Hurricane-force winds begin around 5AM.

Time (Aug. 29) Wind (mph) Wind gust (mph) Storm surge (feet)

3:00AM 40 (east-northeast) 46 4

5:30AM 75 (east-northeast) 97 6

6:30AM 86 (northeast) 112 6

8:30AM 103 (east) 140 9

9:30AM 120 (southeast) 145 13

10:30AM 100 (south) 115 22

11:30AM 90 (west) 104 19

12:30PM 80 (west) 92 16



IV. Impact of surge on
Southeast Louisiana and
New Orleans
Two impacts:

1) Storm surge flooding of areas outside levees
2) Man-made disaster – flooding of New Orleans due to
poorly designed levees. These levees breached.































V. Influence of the
Mississippi River Gulf Outlet
(MRGO), and the
Intercoastal Waterway

• Is MRGO a “storm surge” highway?
• Is the confluence of these two waterways a

dangerous “funnel”?



• A 70-mile, deep-draft, man-made channel, completed in 1963
• 40 miles was dredged through marshland in St. Bernard Parish
• Originally 750 feet wide, has eroded to 2000 feet wide in many places
• Destroyed more than 36,000 acres of wetlands
• Has disrupted a brackish, lush environment with high salinity. 

Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (MRGO)



New Orleans and eastern marsh system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mississippi River Gulf Outlet (MRGO) is a 70-mile, deep-draft, man-made channel, completed in 1963. 40 miles was dredged through marshland in St. Bernard Parish. Originally 750 feet wide, MRGO has eroded to 2000 feet wide in many places, destroyed more than 36,000 acres of wetlands, and disrupted a brackish environment with high salinity. 



Disputed “funnel”



Little impact of the MRGO on the storm surge at Bayou Dupre south of Lake Borgne.
This result is typical throughout the region.

ADCIRC simulations with MRGO open (blue)
and closed (red)



A wider levee system actually yields higher surge elevations, because the conveyance
increases. The “funneling effect” may not occur as theorized and requires more research.

However, the “funnel” region may have stressed the levees, and requires a separate
engineering study.

ADCIRC simulations with MRGO open (blue)
and wider levee system along canals (green)



• Katrina’s record storm surge in Mississippi due to size of storm, Category 3 intensity, 
shallow bathymetry, and Mississippi River levee forcing. Inundation occurred from 
Fourchon, LA (west of the Mississippi River) to coastal Alabama, with inland flooding 
miles inland for some locations (Bay St. Louis, Slidell). 

• The ADCIRC model, eyewitness accounts, tide gauge data, and video show hurricane-
force winds occurred three to four hours many homes had inundation. Tropical storm-
force winds began 9 hours before the major surge impact. For example, the peak surge 
occurred between 8:30AM and 11AM in Bay St. Louis. Hurricane-force winds started at 
5AM, and tropical storm-force winds started at midnight in Bay St. Louis.

• Along the northshore of Lake Pontchartrain, the surge was delayed due to a “sloshing 
effect” in Lake Pontchartrain related to a north-south wind direction shift as Katrina moved 
inland.

• It’s important to remember that much of the devastation in New Orleans was due to 
shoddy levees (built by the Corps of Engineers) which failed.  

• MRGO probably contributed little to the Louisiana surge. This is a reasonable conclusion, 
since the whole wetlands were underwater, making MRGO a non-factor. The surge also 
was a 50-mile wide event, making the MRGO comparatively insignificant. However, 
because MRGO is an ecological disaster, and due to extreme damage in eastern New 
Orleans and St. Bernard Parish, it is very difficult to convince anyone in Louisiana of 
these results.

• The MRGO-Intercoastal “funnel” may have complicated, counterintuitive physics. 
Widening the levee system could actually increase storm surge conveyance. 

Conclusions











Wind and surge at tide gauge in Mississippi Sound



Wind and surge at tide gauge at Ocean Springs
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